of the Czech Institute of Informatics, Robotics and Cybernetics, CTU in Prague, Jugoslovskych partyzana
1580/3, 160 00 Prague 6, is on 20th October 2021 seeking the

1 positions of Junior
in the domain of Biomedical Engineering and Informatics for an Incoming mobility within the OP
VVV Project “Mobility CTU - STA”.

Conditions
- The position is for 12-15 months starting not later than in January 2022
- Place of work in USA (6-9 months)
- The supposed gross salary including Support for the Researcher’s Family
  is approx. 84000 CZK (~3 300 EUR) per month
- There are no teaching duties associated with the position

Requirements
- Should be Junior Researcher. If Applicants are a PhD students, they should have
  status of students in institutions with residency in Czech republic in domain of
  Computer Science/Engineering/Cybernetics/Biomedical Engineering/Assistive
  Technologies (or equivalent)

How to apply
- Submit an application including CV (in English) along with a list of publications, brief
  research statement (past, current and future research interests)
- Submit a letter of recommendation (sent directly to the contact person bellow by the
  person providing the reference

Complete application package marked as Junior should be received by November 24th, 2021
The work stay is funded by the International mobility of research, technical and administrative staff
of research organizations under the Operational Programme Research, Development and Education –
project reg. num. CZ.02.2.69/0.0/0.0/18_053/0016980.

Contact person
Mr. Vit Fencl, Grant office section (vit.fencl@cvut.cz)